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Abstrat

After passing an undulator setion, where eletron and photon beam
are almost ollinear, the eletron beam is being separated from the photon
beam by an eletromagneti dipole for a further lasing proess, while the
photons travel down the beampipe until they reah the experimental hall.
In ase this magnet fails, some safety installations are being disussed at
the moment, most of them resulting in a quality loss of the photon beam
due to optial beam manipulations. It was my task to �nd out, whether
it is feasible and reasonable to install a permanent magnet right after this
beam distribution. The results of this estimation and reommendations
for the permanent magnet, as well as for appropriate shielding measures
are displayed here.

1 Introdution

The X-FEL is a free eletron laser that is going to be build in Hamburg at the

DESY-site. It's goal is to produe X-rays of wavelengths between 0, 1 nm and

1, 6nm with the highest brilliane ever ahieved. It bene�ts from the experiene

gained from the already operational Free Eletron Laser Hamburg (FLASH) and

the superonduting aelerator tehnology that was developed for the (never

built) Lina TESLA.

The eletrons are being aelerated in a 2km long linear aelerator to an energy

of 17, 5 GeV and then distributed in a 1.2 km long beam-distribution-system to

three di�erent undulator setions, where the lasing proesses (SASE) take plae.

Another 219 m after the end of the undulator SASE 1 (see �gure 1) the already

mentioned eletromagneti dipole is installed. The designated position for the

permanent magnet of yet unknown spei�ations is another 10 meters further

down the photon-beampipe. This gives a 153m long tunnel-setion between the

safety installation and the next hall-segment (XS3) where people are onsidered
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Figure 1: beam-distribution-system (relevant parts only)

to work when the eletron beam is being de�eted into another tunnel and the

photons are being bloked by a tungsten-shutter.

The breakdown-senario disussed is a omplete and instantanious failure of

the eletromagneti dipole. Emergeny systems have a delay, suh that one

omplete train of 1, 9 · 1013 eletrons at 17, 5 GeV is likely to aidentally �y

unontrolled through the photon-beampipe before the eletron injetion an be

stopped. To illustrate this, the energy in one suh train is about 55 kJ whih

is enough energy to melt 160 g of stainless steel or even more dramatially, the

energy of about 100 �red pistol bullets.

1.1 De�etion of the eletron beam by a magneti �eld

For the following alulations, it is essential to have an expression for the de-

�etion of the eletron beam aused by a magneti �eld perpendiular to it. In

order to do so, one an exploit the equality of entrifugal and Lorentz fore,

giving the radius R of the eletron-trajetory:

R = γ ·
m|~v|2

| ~FL|
= γ ·

me |~v|

qe| ~B| sin ζ
(1)

This radius an now be used in order to alulate the de�etion of the beam

x perpendiular to its original diretion due to the presene of a homogeneous

magneti �eld:

x(L, | ~B|) = R ·
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After passing the permanent magnet, the beam will ontinue its movement on

a linear trajetory but deviated from its original diretion by the angel α, given
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Figure 2: radius of the eletron traje-
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Figure 3: de�etion of the eletron beam

by:
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As one an learn from �gure 3, the de�etion ε is given by ε = S · tan α . With

the help of �gure 2 this an be expressed in terms of the length and the intensity

of the magneti �eld L, | ~B| as well as the distane d between the start of the

magneti �eld and the expeted impat at hall XS3:

ε (L, d, | ~B|) = (d − L) · tan α + x (3)

See equation(2) for an expression of the quantitiy x.

2 Permanent magnet

It is a ommon demand for safety installations that they have to exeed external

e�ets at least by two orders of magnitude, thus the de�etion of the beam

aused by the magneti �eld of the permanent magnet has to be at least 100

times greater than that of the most relevant external �elds. In this setion the

two strongest external �elds are being disussed. These are the earth's magneti

�eld and the one aused by the Hamburg S-Bahn, whih runs on ontinuous

urrent.

2.1 Earth's magneti �eld

Lukily, the GeoForshungsZentrum Potsdam operates a measuring faility in

Wingst, just 50km east of the DESY-site. They measure the (loal) omponents
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of the earth's magneti �eld one every seond. Their data is aessible to the

publi1.

The omponents measured are de�ned as follows:

• horizontal omponent H: tangential to earth's surfae, pointing towards

magneti north pole

• vertial omponent Z: perpendiular to earth's surfae, positively pointing

downward

• delination D: angle between magneti and geographi north pole

The values of H and Z used for the atual alulation are displayed in table 1.

They are derived from a data sample overing 81 days, representing the value of

the �eld omponents during night, whih means in absene of solar in�uenes.

The latter are inluded in the errors given in the table. They ontain the

di�erenes of these omponents between night and day, whih are about 150nT
eah, as well as the greatest solar in�uene measured so far that took plae

during the so alled 'Halloween-Storm' a solar storm in otober/november 2003

of about 1000 nT. Also another 10 % bu�er overing the di�erenes between

Wingst and Hamburg is inluded in these numbers.

The oordinate system used and the geometry of the X-FEL tunnel in it are

shown in the �gures 4 and 5. In Hamburg, the magneti north pole is situated

east of the geographi north pole, thus the vetor of the magneti �eld has the

following struture:

~B =





Z

−H · cos D

−H · sin D





From �gure 5 one an derive the struure of the vetor of the eletron's veloity:

~v =





0
vy

vz



 = |~v| ·





0
− sin η

cos η





The Lorentz fore is given by ~FL = q · ~v × ~B whih gives:

~FL = −e |~v| ·





H · [cos η · cos D + sin η · sinD]
Z · cos η

Z · sin η





This is a vetor with negative omponents only, sine the following inequalities

hold:

0 < η; D <
π

2
: H, Z , |~v| > 0

This an be used to qualitatively derive the de�etion of the eletron beam,

whih is aording to the oordinate system used (�gure 4) to the top right of

the endap wall, if seen from the viewpoint of the inoming partiles.

1http://www.gfz-potsdam.de/pb2/pb23/index.html
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Quantity Value Unit

H 18200 ± 1820 nT
D 68 ± 20 ′

Z 45900 ± 4590 nT
η 23, 02 ± 2, 35 ◦

E 17, 5 ± 0, 0015 GeV
d 153 ± 1 m
L 2, 0 ± 0, 2 m

Table 1: properties of earth's magneti �eld and the X-FEL

The norm of ~FL is given by

|~FL| = e |~v| ·

√

H2 [cos η · cos D + sin η · sin D]
2

+ Z2 (4)

As mentioned before, the resulting radius of the eletron trajetory an now be

alulated by taking advantage of formula (1) using the result from equation

(4):

R = γ ·
m

e
·

|~v|
√

H2 [cos η · cos D + sin η · sin D]
2

+ Z2

With formula (2) and the values found in table 1, the expetable de�etion ε of

the eletron-beam after passing d = 153 m of the beampipe is:

ε = (0, 992 ± 0, 013) cm
∆ε

ε
= 1, 3%

This means, that in order to satisfy the demand for an e�et of two orders of

magnitude greater than that of external �elds, the permanent magnet must at

least de�et the eletron beam by 1 m.
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2.2 In�uene of the S-Bahn

Sine the S-Bahn Hamburg runs on ontinuous urrent (I = 1250 A) and the

S1 (Blankenese ↔ Poppenbüttel) being situated almost parallel to the X-FEL-

tunnel, a rough approximation of the resulting magneti �eld at the loation of

the X-FEL an be gained by the use of Ampere's law applied on the problem

of a straight ondutor of in�nite length and negligible ross setion:

| ~B(r)| =
µ0I

2πr
, µ0 = 4π · 10−7

T

A · m

The losest distane between the traks and the tunnel is about 2 km, giving a

magneti �eld of

| ~BSBahn(XFEL)| = 125 nT

This magneti �eld is two orders of magnitude smaller then earth's magneti

�eld, hene the in�uene of the S-Bahn will be negleted for this problem.

2.3 Magneti �eld intensity needed

In order to exeed the e�ets disussed earlier by two orders of magnitude, we

an now use equation (3) to estimate the strength of the magneti �eld needed.

The length of the magneti setion is assumed to be L = 2 m. The results of

this alulation are shown in �gure 6 for di�erent qualities of the magneti �eld.

3 Radiation protetion simulations

All the simulations werde done using FLUKA2, a Monte Carlo tool that has �rst

been introdued in 1962 and whose apabilities have sine then permanently

been expanded by INFN and CERN. It is widely used in dosimetry and high

energy physis espeially for the designing of detetors and safety installations.

The geometry was modeled using spei�ations given in the X-FEL's Tehnial

Design Report3. Simulations with FLUKA are very demanding in CPU-time,

therefore, only the most relevant parts were onsidered (see �gure 7 and table 2).

This was done for two ases, on the one hand onsidering seondaries produed

diretly at the beampipe only, whih leads to about two thirds of all eletrons

esaping the simpli�ed geometry shown in �gure 7b and on the other hand

onsidering the seondaries produed in the 'omplete' geometry shown in �gure

7a ausing 99, 8 % of all eletrons to generate seondary partiles.

3.1 Seondary partiles

For de�etions ranging from 75 cm to 275 cm simulations with 10000 beam

partiles have been performed. The statistial summaries of these FLUKA-runs

2http://www.fluka.org
3X-FEL TDR, July 2006
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Figure 6: De�etion results for 2 m long magnets of di�erent qualities

Component length / cm outer ∅ / cm inner ∅ /cm Material

tunnel setions 15570 600 520 heavy onrete

end ap walls 135 600 4 heavy onrete

beampipe 15570 4 3,6 stainless steel

lenght /cm width /cm heigth /cm

�oor 15300 400 10 onrete

persons 12 180 40 tissue equivalent M-20

Table 2: Components modeled for the FLUKA-simulations
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(a) Complete geometry (omitting front wall) (b) Simpli�ed geometry

Figure 7: Geometries used for FLUKA-simulations

have been used to investigate the number and the kind of seondary partiles

produed as prompt radiation.

Prodution at beampipe

It might be of interest to know about the seondaries produed diretly at the

beampipe, so that further shielding measures (if omposed appropriately) might

be able to stop the partiles as soon as they appear.

From the simulations one observes, that the number of seondary partiles being

produed dereases as the de�etion of the beam inreases (see �gure 8a). This

an be understood by taking into onsideration that a larger angle of inidene

results in less material the eletrons 'see' and therefore an inreasing esape

probability of the eletrons from the beampipe.

Also, the omposition of the seondary partiles hanges slightly. A greater

de�etion results in a somewhat smaller amount of photons and neutrons, while

the fration of protons and α-partiles beomes slightly larger. The latter one

being unproblemati.
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ε/cm Φn,before/10
3

cm
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Φn,behind/10
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cm
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Φγ,before/10
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−2

Φγ,behind/10
5

cm
−2

100 9,0 3,5 59,2 2,7

150 37,2 7,4 64,2 5,4

200 70,8 8,3 86,5 5,2

250 69,7 21,4 93,3 4,4

Table 3: neutron and photon �uxes appearing on persons before and behind

endap wall, extrapolation for a omplete train of eletrons

(a) Seondaries produed ... (b) ... and their omposition

Figure 8: Prodution ouring diretly at the beampipe as a funtion of the

(virtual) de�etion of the beam at the endap wall

Prodution at omplete geometry

The same holds if one onsiders the whole tunnel (geometry as shown in �gure

7a) as a target for the eletron beam, exept the fat, that the number of

seondary partiles produed per beam partile appears to be onstant.

3.2 Partile �uxes

For a total number of 500000 eletrons per run, the resulting partile �uxes

appearing on a person (for spei�ations see table 2) in front of and behind the

endap wall have been reorded from simulations using the simpli�ed geometry

(�gure 7b). Extrapolations for a omplete train from these samples are shown

in table 3 for several de�etions of the eletron beam. Please note that these

numbers do not inlude �uxes aused by re�etions at the tunnel segments or

the �oor.
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(a) Seondaries produed ... (b) ... and their omposition

Figure 9: Prodution at omplete geometry as a funtion of the (virtual) de�e-

tion of the beam at the endap wall, 0, 2 % of beam partiles esape

4 Conlusion

Simulations have shown that every beam partile is likely to ause about 12

seondaries, inluding 6 photons as well as 2 neutrons and 2 protons, the latter

one's fration slightly inreasing with growing de�etion, while the fration of

neutrons and photons slightly dereases. Even for a spatially isotropi partile

prodution in the enter of momentum system (CMS), most of the partiles are

likely to deposit their energy at or after the endap wall if no proper preautions

are made, sine the CMS of a 17, 5GeV eletron olliding with a proton at rest,

moves with almost a quarter of the speed of light with respet to the lab-frame.

Spei�ations of the permanent magnet

The external magneti �elds have been found not to be of muh onern. Ap-

parently, already omparably small magneti �eld intensities like 0, 3 T ould

satisfy the minimum demand for a beam de�etion by at least 1 m as it was

disussed earlier.

On the other hand, we know that the beampipe will melt after a few bunhes

(see example ahead). From another simulation we know, that an eletronbeam

that hits the 1, 35 m long heavy onrete endap wall unhinderedly, results in

≈ 3% of all beampartiles passing the wall without ausing eletromagneti

showers and thus whithout energy-loss. So in order to minimize the risk of

beam partiles passing the wall and entering XS3, the de�etion should be at

least 2, 15 m, so that the beam will hit the ground �oor �rst.

This ould already be ahieved with a 2 m long permanent magnet of 0, 5 T.
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Shielding

From a simple alulation we know that a 100 µm long piee of the beampipe

is very likely to melt after 1 % of all partiles in one train. This means, that

about 99 % of all the eletrons will not 'see' the beampipe. This already takes

into aount, that the probability of an interation between a beampartile and

the beampipe is about one third.

a) just after the eletrons hits the beampipe

Knowing this and following the disussion above, one ould draw the onlusion

that the beampipe should be omparably thin at the designated impat point

to avoid wild showering (1 % of all beampartiles ause prodution of ≈ 1011

neutrons) in the �rst plae and that the beam should rather hit a heavy onrete

beamdump, followed by a heavy onrete wall that provides photon and proton

shielding in one go.

Behind this wall an almost hermetially enlosing para�n/plasti-wall should

be installed in order to ope with the vast number of 4 · 1014 neutrons produed

in total, espeially the low energeti ones that are able to 'sneak around' any

objet.

The also vast number of α-partiles produed is of no onern sine they an be

stopped ompletely by a sheet of paper.

b) at the endap wall

From the study of the partile �uxes, that will appear on a plane of the size of

a person, we learnt, that the heavy onrete endap wall does a good job in the

shielding the photons, beause it damps their �ux by a fator of 20. This ould

easily be improved by a thiker endap wall.

However, the �ux of neutrons is only damped by a fator of 3, so that additional

neutron shielding measures have to be onsidered. The simplest way would again

be the installation of a plasti/para�n wall.

further remarks

During experimenting with the software it was observed, that a greater wall

thikness of the beampipe results in signi�antly less partile �uxes at the wall

at hall XS3 due to more material shielding the radiation and preventing partiles

produed from esaping the beampipe. This ould also be onsidered in further

studies.
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